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Learning Teaching: 3rd Edition Student's Book Pack (Books for Teachers)
(MacMillan Books for Teachers) Paperback – 4 May 2011
by Jim Scrivener (Author)
Learning Teaching has been one of the most successful guides to English since it was
first published in 1994. Its no-nonsense approach has made it a superb teaching
textbook for initial training courses, and also an essential handbook for practising ELT
teachers. The third edition has been extensively revised and restructured to take recent
developments in ELT into account and now includes a DVD featuring a full lesson being
taught as well as demonstrations of practical teaching techniques.

The Practice of English Language Teaching 5th Edition Book for Pack (Longman
Handbooks for Language Teaching) Paperback – 2 Apr 2015
by Jeremy Harmer


The highly acclaimed Practice of English Language Teaching is the essential guide
for teachers of English in a wide range of contexts. The fifth edition has been
revised to reflect new developments in language teaching. It explains current
pedagogy to teachers who want to access the most relevant ELT practices and
incorporate them into their lessons. It includes DVD with clips from real
classrooms, observation tasks and interviews with teachers on their classroom
technique

How to Teach English: An Introduction to the Practice of English Language Teaching
(2nd Edition) (With DVD) (How To Series)Paperback – 22 Mar 2007
by Jeremy Harmer
How to Teach English is the only methodology book for "early stage" teachers that has
a DVD with clips from actual classess and accompanying activities.
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Classroom Management Success in 7 days or less: The Ultra-Effective Classroom
Management System for Teachers (Needs-Focused Teaching
Resource) Paperback – 2 Aug 2017
by Rob Plevin
Teaching is made easier when you have a fast-acting classroom management system
that works. Rob Plevin believes any teacher can dramatically reduce classroom
behaviour problems and achieve classroom management success by adopting this easyto-follow 6-part plan adapted from his Needs-Focused approach to teaching &
classroom management. Enhanced with a suite of additional downloadable resources &
videos, Classroom Management Success in 7 Days or Less provides teachers with a
framework of fundamental preventive techniques and details a stepped process for
responding to students who have difficulty following instructions. If you’re a teacher
facing hard-to-reach, tough groups of students who talk over you and won’t do as you
ask, the ideas in this book will help you put in place a simple system for gaining respect,
building positive teacher-student bonds, dealing with incidents and creating a calm,
responsive classroom. All in 7 days or less!
Learning to Teach English: With DVD (Delta Teacher Education and
Preparation) Paperback – 18 Sep 2017
by Peter Watkins
The second edition is thoroughly revised and comes with a DVD, including recordings of
real lessons.
The book covers the essentials of classroom management, teaching vocabulary,
grammar, speaking, listening, reading, writing and pronunciation. There are also
chapters on error correction, learner independence, learner variation, planning
(including several full lesson plans), teaching in different contexts (ESOL, one-to-one,
business, and young learners, and professional development. The appendices contain a
summary of terminology to describe grammar, and also the form and main uses of many
verb patterns. The book is ideal for people enrolling on, or following a Cambridge
CELTA course, a Trinity College London certificate in TESOL course or any other preservice EFL course.
Essential Teacher Knowledge Book and DVD Pack (Longman Handbooks for
Language Teaching) Paperback – 22 May 2012
by Jeremy Harmer
Essential theory, practical teaching advice and classroom ideas presented in full colour,
across two-pages, on DVD footage and through pin code access on the web.
Written in accessible English, Essential Teacher Knowledge is ideal preparation for TKT,
any other entry-level teacher qualifications, or as a handbook for any EFL teacher.
Over 2 hours of DVD footage includes


Demonstrations of key teaching techniques, such as giving instructions and
drilling, letting new teachers see theory put into practice
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‘Voices' teachers from around the world sharing opinions and ideas about key
issues for the global ELT community.

50 Strategies for Teaching English Language Learners (Inc. DVD) (Fifty ELT
Series) Paperback – 22 Jan 2007
by Adrienne L. Herrell
New To This Edition:
NEW! Developmental Profile of English Language Development serves as an
example of a powerful assessment tool --located in the Teacher Resources section-that can be used in combination with performance sampling and observation. In
addition, assessment strategies are explained in the theoretical overview in Section I.
NEW! Learn to enhance learning through integrated technology suggestions. A
technology icon is displayed in the margin adjacent to each technology suggestion for
easy identification.
NEW! Unique videos on DVD illustrate classroom use of select strategies from
the text to use with English Learners. Classroom discussion starters included in the
text encourage class discussion or further exploration of classroom examples.

The First-Year Teacher's Survival Guide Professional Development Training Kit:
DVD Set with Facilitator's Manual by Julia G. Thompson (2012-01-03)
This rich multimedia training package distills Thompson's practical approach to
teaching and classroom management—honed over thirty years of real-world
experience—with ninety-plus minutes of video instruction on such core topics as:


Using proactive strategies to minimize misbehavior and encourage self-discipline



Planning productive lessons



Using class time and space wisely



Delivering dynamic instruction to meet the needs of all learners



Working as part of a collaborative school team
The accompanying Facilitator's Manual offers a treasure trove for staff developers: a
selection of workshop agendas for each video module (to fit a one-day workshop or
ongoing training); insightful discussion questions to ensure lively workshops;
suggestions for further reading on each topic; and a plethora of free downloadable
forms to keep new teachers organized. Also included is a wealth of tips to ensure
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workshops stay engaging and productive. With this comprehensive training package,
schools and districts can get an effective teacher induction program up and running for
a fraction of the cost of hiring an outside trainer.
International House (IH) Teacher Training DVD Series Hardcover – 1 Jan 2006
by David Carr
International House London: Teacher Training DVD Series (David Carr - Series Editor)
You can watch their teachers and teacher trainers in action with this 15-disc Teacher
Training DVD series . With lesson plans, worksheets and answer keys, it's a fantastic
resource for English language teachers. Lessons: 1-Pre-Intermediate - Lexis and Skills 2Upper Intermediate+ - Speaking and Lexis (EAP) 3-Pre-Advanced - Writing and
Discourse 4-Elementary - Function and Speaking 5-Mid-Intermediate - Reading and
Lexis 6-Pre-Advanced - Reading and Speaking 7-Low Intermediate - Phonology and
Speaking 8-Upper Intermediate+ - Listening and Phonology (ESP) 9-Upper Intermediate
- Grammar and Listening 10-Low Intermediate - Task-Based Learning 11-Low
Intermediate - Grammar and Reading 12-Low Intermediate - Task Based Learning 13Upper Intermediate - Live Listening and Lexis 14-Pre-Intermediate - Grammar
(Interactive Whiteboard) 15-Upper Intermediate - Speaking (Large Groups)

Career Design Professional Teacher Training School Basic Course for teachers
Assessing English Language Learners (Multimedia Kit): A Multimedia Kit for
Professional Development Paperback – 14 Jan 2009
by Margo Gottlieb
This all-in-one solution provides facilitators with the resources they need for effective
staff development in assessment of English Language Learners. The accompanying DVD
features acclaimed educator and consultant, Margo Gottlieb, who guides teachers
through the complex landscape of ELL assessment within the larger context of currentday educational assessment.
The multimedia package also includes Gottlieb's groundbreaking book, Assessing
English Language Learners: Bridges from Language Proficiency to Academic
Achievement, and a facilitator's guide to link the content of Gottlieb's book with the
video/DVD segments.

Designing Performance Assessments for Learning DVD Package (Assessment
Training Institute, Inc.) DVD-ROM – 1 Oct 2006
by Judith A. Arter (Author), Jan Chappuis (Author)
Performance assessment is more than a way to collect information on student progress
toward important learning outcomes. When well designed and properly used, a
performance assessment can also increase the learning it assesses. This video explains
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the elements, performance tasks and rubrics required to ensure accuracy and
effectiveness. Bundled with the book Creating & Recognizing Quality Rubrics. 75
minutes. DVD with User’s Guide on CD.

Teacher Training Through Video: ESL Techniques (DVD) DVD-ROM – 13 Aug 2007
by K. Lynn Savage
Teacher Training Through Video: ESL Techniques (K. Lynn Savage, Series Editor)
shows teachers, trainers, and trainees how to design effective ESL lessons and use
specific techniques in the classroom. Each segment features the goals, principles, and
multiple models of a technique. It also demonstrates how to transfer the skills to the
classroom.
The two DVDs in this program consist of digitally enhanced versions of the classic
teacher-training video series Teacher Training Through Video.
The DVDs include twelve complete teacher-training segments that reflect an ecletc
approach to language teaching. They include: Lesson Planning, Total Physical Response,
Early Production, Language Experience, Beginning Literacy, Dialogue/Drill, Information
Gap, Focused Listening, Role Play, Problem Solving, Life Skills Reading, and Narrative
Reading.
Clips from the Classroom: Learning with Technology DVD and Activity
Guide Paperback – 14 Nov 2005
by Cathy Cavanaugh
Would you like to visit real classrooms where teachers are using technology to improve
learning for students across grade levels and content areas? Welcome to Clips from the
Classroom: Learning with Technology Activity Guide and DVD!
Here, we offer you classroom-based video that vividly illustrates the effective use of
technology to support and shape learning in the classroom. View the videos and work
through the activity guide as you learn to reflect on the content to gain an
understanding of how to effectively integrate technology into your future classrooms.
What Great Principals Do Differently DVD and Facilitator's GuideHardcover – 23
Feb 2009
by Todd Whitaker
World-renowned author and speaker Todd Whitaker speaks directly to listeners about
the specific things that great principals do... that others do not. Use this DVD in teacher
workshops, study groups, or with school improvement teams. This package includes 6
programs on one DVD totaling over 2 hours, a facilitator's guide, and a copy of the bestselling book What Great Principals Do Differently: 18 Things That Matter Most.
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